Monte Carlo studies of drug nucleation 1: formation of crystalline clusters of bicalutamide in water.
A computational method of predicting the effects of the metastability of drug solutions is sought. A simple extension of our in silicio approach to thermodynamic drug solubility is tested on the drug bicalutamide for which we performed vapor pressure measurements complementing earlier measurements of aqueous solubility and crystal-water interfacial tension. The free energy of formation of an N-cluster of the drug molecule is estimated semiempirically by use of an Einstein model of the crystal in which experiment supplies the crystal structure, enthalpy of sublimation, and Einstein frequency of vibration. The rigid drug clusters with N from 2 to 14 are extracted from the bulk crystal by minimization of either cluster energy or radius of gyration. The free energy of hydration is estimated by Monte Carlo simulation combined with simplified response theory based on the OPLS-AA/COMPASS force field for the drug-water interaction and the TIP4P water model. The results have been interpreted in terms of an apparent crystal-water interfacial tension according to classical nucleation theory. The energy-minimal and radius of gyration-minimal clusters seem to give very similar crystal-water interfacial tensions for both the monoclinic and the triclinic polymorph. The interfacial tension of the monoclinic polymorph is significantly higher (by around 20%) than that of the triclinic polymorph in accordance with experiment. For the triclinic polymorph a substantial overestimation of the interfacial tension compared to estimates from crystal nucleation experiments is found, mitigated somewhat by an empirical scaling of the simulated binding energies and free energies of hydration.